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An engineering achievement: The first 
transoceanic lightwave system 

A fter a decade of intensive design 
and engineering on an interna

tional scale, the world's first transoce
anic lightwave system was initiated 
between Europe and North America 
last December by AT&T, British Tele
com, and France Telecom. The system 
represents the first link in the World
wide Intelligent Network that will 
connect the telecommunications net
works of Europe and North America 
with the Far East. This system— 
known as TAT-8, since it is the eighth 
transatlantic telecommunications ca
ble system—represents both the cul
mination of the hard and focused ef
forts of scientists and engineers from 
many disciplines, as well as just the 
beginning of an era in international 
telecommunications that will offer 
new and exciting opportunities for 
lightwave technology. 

The TAT-8 system, which connects 
the United States to the UK and 
France, represents three simultaneous 
innovations: 
• first transoceanic fiber optic cable; 
• first high-speed digital transatlantic 
cable; and 
• first undersea telecommunications 
cable to have underwater branching 
of its circuits. 

The system cost $361 million and 
represents a joint venture of a consor
tium of 29 owner companies from 
Europe and North America, includ
ing AT&T, ITT World Communica
tions, British Telecom, France Tele
com, and Western Union. Over the 
history of the project, virtually every 
scientific and engineering discipline 
was involved, such as fundamental 
theory by physicists, mathematicians, 
and optical scientists; advances in la
sers, components, and system design 
by electronic and electrical engineers; 
cable and repeater design and testing 
by mechanical engineers; processing 

studies by chemists, ceramic engi
neers, chemical engineers, and materi
al scientists and engineers; oceanogra
phers' input on the details of the 
route; and even fish specialists in re
gard to shark attacks! 

TAT-8's technology is based on 1.3 
µm singlemode glass fibers and lasers 
operating at 295.6 million bits per 
second. The system carries 7,560 full-
time digital channels capable of carry
ing up to 40,000 simultaneous con
versations by use of digital circuit 
multiplication equipment (CME). 

From a comparative historical per
spective, the first undersea telephone 
cable between the United States and 
Europe—TAT-1—was built in 1956 
and could handle 36 simultaneous 
calls. Construction cost in excess of 
$1 million per circuit. During the ca
ble's entire 22-year lifespan, it han
dled 10 million calls. TAT-8 could 
handle that many calls in less than 
two days and cost less than $10,000 
per circuit to build—less than one-
hundredth of the cost of the first ca
ble. 

The main cable consists of six hair-
thin strands of glass. Two pairs carry 
messages; the third pair is for backup. 
High-speed pulses of light generated 
by tiny lasers carry voice, data, and 
video information through the glass 
fibers. Fiber optic regenerators placed 
at 70 kilometer (43 mile) intervals 
along the ocean floor keep the signal 
strong and clear. To protect against 
damage, the water is at least one kilo
meter (3,280) deep. To protect 
against fish bites, it is steel-clad to a 
depth of 2.6 kilometers (8,500 feet). 

Reliability critical 
The reliability of the TAT-8 system 

was a special concern, since the fiber 
optic technology represented several 

innovations. The most complex as
semblies are the repeaters used to help 
the high-speed digital signals to travel 
across the ocean bottom. The process 
of regenerating the digital signals at 
regular intervals is complicated by the 
need to change the signals from opti
cal pulses to electrical pulses and back 
to optical pulses at each repeater. The 
assembly is especially complex in the 
unique branching repeater lying on 
the European continental shelf. 

The chain of fiber optic cable re
peater is powered with current from 
5,000 volt feeds carried on a copper 
conductor along the cable's length. 
Only two pairs are in actual use at 
any given time; the third fiber pair is 
held in reserve for reliability pur
poses. Each regenerator combines the 
functions of detection, amplification, 
retiming, pulse regeneration, and op
tical pulsing. 

In each regenerator, incoming opti
cal signals are detected and changed 
to electrical digital signals in a receiv
er, then passed through high-frequen
cy silicon bipolar integrated circuits 
for amplification and regeneration. 
This electrical pulse stream of 295.6 
megabits per second is then fed to a 
laser transmitter for reconversion to 
infrared light pulses, which are then 
placed on the next fiber link. 

The lasers are of the multifre
quency Fabry-Perot type and operate 
at a wavelength of 1.3 |xm. In addi
tion, each regenerator contains a 
standby laser for reliability. 

From its landing point in Tucker-
ton, N.J., TAT-8 extends 5,870 kilo
meters (3,646 miles) to an ocean bed 
branching point off the coasts of the 
United Kingdom and France. The UK 
and French sections of the cable travel 
520 km (323 miles) and 350 km (217 
miles), respectively, from the branch
ing unit to reach their final destina
tions at Widemouth in North Corn
wall and Penmarch in Brittany. Spe
cially equipped cable ships were used 
by each country to install the system, 
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which is equipped with an underwa
ter branching unit that permits two 
pairs of fibers (one active, one stand
by) to head off to the United King
dom and France. In the event of dam
age to one branch of the cable system, 
the branching repeater can be remote
ly be configured to reroute the affect
ed traffic to the other branch. 

The next generation of 
communications 

Noted author Isacc Asimov spoke 
the first words to travel over the cable 
during a three-way video teleconfer
ence held between London, Paris, and 
New York City to mark the opening 
of service on TAT-8. "We must begin 
with communicat ions," he said. 
"What a sign of hope it is that ad
vancing technology is making such 
communications easier, more rapid, 
and more widespread. (The cable) is 
exactly the sort of thing we need, an 
example for the world, and a guide 
for further triumphs yet to come." 

TAT-8 is typical of many other sys
tems that will be installed over the 
next four years. HAW-4 and TPC-3 
are designed to connect California to 
Hawaii and on to Guam and Japan. 
This Pacific network will be expand
ed to the Phill ipines and Taiwan, 
while another system wi l l connect 
Hong Kong, Japan, and Korea. Other 
cables are planned for the Caribbean 
and Mediterranean. Even with this 
rapid buildup, next generation sys
tems are already in exploratory devel
opment in anticipation of even great
er demands for capacity. 

Some of the scientific areas being 
explored include gigabit/sec. systems, 
low chirp lasers, low loss dispersion 
shifted fiber, high speed integrated 
circuits and interconnect technology, 
external modulators, supervisory sys
tem features, and coherent detection. 
A whole other approach to undersea 
system design is examining nonregen
erative systems including optical am

plifiers, or even soliton based trans
mission. Thus many challenges still 
remain for the science and engineer
ing community. 

Peter Runge, currently head of the 
Undersea Lightwave System Imple
mentation Department at A T & T Bell 
Laboratories and winner of OSA's 
1987 Joseph Fraunhofer award for 
"significant contributions to the de
velopment of optical undersea sys
tems," notes that the achievements 
represented by TAT-8 and other fol
low-on undersea lightwave systems as 
Transpacific 3 and Hawaii 4, were re
alized by the hard work and foresight 
of many individuals in a relatively 
short time. Everyone involved, in par
ticular engineers, should be proud of 
their accomplishments. And similar 
dedication and hard work will be re
quired for the next generation. 

S U Z A N N E R. N A G E L is director of 
manufacturing process research and 
development at the A T & T Engineer
ing Research Center in Princeton, 
N . J . and a member of OSA's Engi
neering Council. 
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cess because a job requirement speci
fies a more traditional engineering 
field. 

Like DeMaria, I am convinced that 
the field of photonics wil l flourish be
cause of the interest expressed by our 
students and their desire to make the 
applied optics/photonics revolution 
succeed. 

Robert M . Bunch 
Associate Professor of Physics and 
Applied Optics 
Rose-Hulman Institute of 
Technology 
Terre Haute, Ind. 

THE OPTICS SHOPPE 

Previously owned optics 
equipment 

Have you hesitated about 
updating your lab because 
you're not sure what to do 
with the equipment you now 
have? Are you running out of 
storage space for equipment 
that's too good to discard but 
not quite what you need for 
your current projects? Have 
you ever wished your compa
ny would hold a garage sale? 

Optics News has a better 
idea. 

"The Optics Shoppe" gives 
you the chance to let more 
than 16,000 colleagues know 
that you have optics equip
ment to sell or trade. Here are 
the details on how to take ad
vantage of this new Optics 
News feature: 

• Type an ad of no more than 
25 words, including contact 
name and phone number. 

• Enclose a $10 check pay
able to The Optical Society 
of America and mai l i t to: 
The Optics Shoppe, Optics 
News, 1816 Jefferson Place, 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 
20036. 

• Copy that reaches O S A by 
the 24th of the month w i l l 
appear in the issue mailed 
about five weeks later (i.e., 
copy received by M a y 24 
w i l l appear in the J u l y is
sue). 

• Equipment advertised must 
be previously owned and 
must be in good condition. 

Questions? Ca l l Larry Lo
tridge or J i l l Adams at (202) 
223-8130. Then make a l ist of 
the items you want to sell and 
start typing up those ads— 
that is, i f you can find your 
keyboard under a l l those ex
tra instruments! 
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